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-----------------------------------------------------------
 TRACKLIST:
-----------------------------------------------------------

01. Intro
02. Good Dispositions Expected
03. Machina
04. Spays Dreemz
05. Tribute to Rick Gordon
06. Kushinadahime
07. Don't Look At Me Like That
08. Tin Heart

------------------------------------------------------------
 EVERYTHING YOU WANTED TO KNOW ABOUT THIS ALBUM: *
------------------------------------------------------------

►►► Production Notes
Making an album concept is always like an adventure for me. Normally I start making some tracks and most of the time they have a common sound. Then I know that this songs have to be on the same release. But time always is a problem. So I often make music when I have some days off or on the weekends. So it takes quite a lot of time until I have the right amount of songs to form a proper album. Sometimes I don't find the time and inspiration to make music for months. Most of the time I am working on several albums simultaniously. And sometimes an old album concept becomes... well... old!

What happend to "Per Aspera Ad Astra"? The first thing that I have from an album is the title. The title defines the sound, the theme of the album. The title "Per Aspera Ad Astra" means, you can't reach the stars without struggle! 

In Germany we have a proverb, that fits it:

"Ohne Fleiß kein Preis!" ("No diligence, no price!")

The sound has changed a lot since the last big albums "Tweakological Techniques" and "Chasing Girls and Making Friends". It got a bit more techy and I think I've found the right balance between classical electronic music and chipsounds. You know, I'll never be a 100 % chipmusician. I love this music and the sound, but I never could imagine to produce an album only in LSDJ. So I only put some small DMG elements into the tracks. Maybe you can hear them.

►►► Some facts about the songs:
The intro and "Good Dispositions Expected" were planned to be released on another album called "Ossu! Tsukiatte Kudasai!". I also played "Good Dispositions Expected" live on my last gig in Wuppertal in fall 2010!

The voice sample of "Machina" is from an old 70ies sex-cartoon from Eastern Europe. Neither do I know what it means nor which language it is. I made a short research (on the backside of a shower gel bottle *sic!*) and I think it is Romanian. Well, but it has to be something dirty, that's sure!!!
 
There is another version that contains elements of "Spays Dreemz". I made this first version quite early this year and I was not really pleased with it. So I took the best parts of it and started "Spays Dreemz". This version is highly influenced by bands like Kraftwerk and so on. It has an ambient-like progression and ends in a nice electro sound. I love this song! One of my best so far!!!

"Tribute to Rick Gordon" is a short "make-believe-live-rock" track. I like to call it "The Fake Stadium Rock Chip Track"! Some guitars, a sampled crowd and I hope that I programmed believable drumset-beats. I love the moment when the songs ends and the crowd begins to cheer!

"Kushinadahime" again is an older song which was already part of the "Chip In: Japan" project! This compilation featured like 100 tracks by chipmusicians from all over the world and it was given away to collect money for Japan after the big catastrophe. This song is made using only chipsounds. So it is really unique. The title is taken from a Japanese goddess, you can read about her story in the Wikipedia. It is much to long to tell it here. But it teared up my heart when I read about it. Well in first place it was part of "Ossu! Tsukiatte Kudasai!" because of the Japan-relation. Then I read that Kushinadahime also was the name of an asteroid belt discovered by some Japanese guys in 1997! Hooray for SPACE!!!

"Don't look At Me Like That" and "Tin Heart" again were taken from "Ossu! Tsukiatte Kudasai!". I love this sound that always reminds me of slow heartbeats in "Don't look At Me Like That".

I recorded the first version of "Tin Heart" in summer 2010. This song has a quite complicated story. You know it is one of the songs musicians write for/about a girl... Well the first part was created when I had much struggle with a girl. It is dark, angry and agressive. The first version ended after it. Then everything got better with her and I decided to add the second part which is happier. Still a bit melancholic but optimistic after all. Well, we tried and tried but it had no good end. This song even contains her name. Maybe you can guess it :)

Well, in the end I am sooooooo pleased with this album! I mean, everybody says that their latest work is always their best. But for me this time it's true. "Per Aspera Ad Astra" perfectly shows how I sound at this very moment! The problem of my older albums/EPs always was that they were released long time after they were finished. So at those moments I always already had a different sound than shown on them. And it is the first album I made without any help from my former band mates Sandy and FoX. No features with Sandy, no beats by FoX. Love you anyway guys ☺ ☺ ☺ ☺ ☺ ☺ ☺

(* BUT WERE AFRAID TO ASK)

-----------------------------------------------------------
 THE REST
-----------------------------------------------------------

►►► I wanna thank the following bands/artists:

●	firestARTer and 8bit bEtty for making me starting with chipmusic!
●	Binärpilot for showing me MadTracker 2 which I am using until today!
●	Tom Woxom for being the first BIG chipmusic artist telling me my stuff rocks!!!
●	µB, Bacalao, Linde and Plemo and all former artists for inspiring me to add new stuff to my music.
●	Last but not least: Sandy Cheeks for being my mentor in our early days! I LOVE AND MISS YOU!!!
♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥

►►► Mainstream stuff I listened to during production of this album (random order)

Kraftwerk, Depeche Mode, The Prodigy, Röyksopp, Mason, Robyn, Carpark North, Madsen, Blur, Owl City, Triforce, Yacht, Holy Ghost, Trio, Spillsbury, Einstürzende Neubauten, Paul Kalkbrenner, Die Ärzte, Oh Land, Scooter, La Roux, Jennifer Rostock, Daft Punk, Zoot Woman, Wir sind Helden, Juli, Fettes Brot, Kalibah, Ira Atari, Yelle, Gorillaz, Björk, CSS, Foster The People, Familjen, Lily Allen, Nena, 2raumwohnung

-----------------------------------------------------------
 MORE INFOS AND MUSIC ONLINE @:
-----------------------------------------------------------
Blog:     http://mm.blogsport.de/
Bandcamp: http://bandcamp.com/TheMMProject
8BC:      http://www.8bitcollective.com/members/MM
Twitter:  http://twitter.com/TheMMProject

-----------------------------------------------------------
-----------------------------------------------------------

FOLLOW THE LITTLE RED UFO!!!

